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I'm the writer that speaks your customers'

language. I set up Kirsty France Writes in 2016 to

provide sole traders and small businesses with

high quality copy and content writing that would

fit their needs and budget. This typically involves

creating copy that expresses their personality and

values. They're often professionals who meet

customers and clients face to face. I provide copy

that creates a seamless experience between their

brand voice and the first meeting. I've also worked

as part of a team with other marketing

professionals including SEO experts, graphic and

web designers.
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I spent nearly 10 years as a solicitor working with

businesses from sole traders to multinationals

advising on personal injury claims. It's given me a

gift for understanding my clients' values and

translating technical information into layman's

terms.

When I'm not working you can find me either on

the terrace at Leicester Tigers or running around

after my two young sons.



Blog and article writing
Blog writing is my most popular service, often because clients lack the time to do it

themselves. My clients want blog posts that sound like them but struggle to achieve the

results they want in writing. My copy bridges the gap between my clients' offer and their

customers' needs.

I offer blog writing as both an ad hoc and packaged service for clients from a range of

industries. Project briefs can be provided in a phone call or in writing, either as a full brief

or as bullet points with accompanying resources.

Website copy
I've written website copy for clients who just need a copy makeover on their

current site or are creating a new website from scratch. I'll also work with your

website designer to give you a single point of contact for the whole project. 

Social media copy

If you've got the strategy, I'll create the copy. I don't claim to be a social media

strategist but I'll take your ideas and turn them into compelling copy that fits with

your brand voice and engages your audience.

WHAT I CAN DO FOR YOU



Legal & financial
My clients include will writers, solicitors and financial advisors.

My legal background helps me to understand the terminology

but also ask questions from a client's perspective.

Lifestyle & leisure
I've written travel and lifestyle columns for a local magazine.

My clients also include lifestyle businesses from jewellery

makers to online boutiques. I've even blogged for a Scottish

caravan park who increased their enquiries by 150%!

Marketing & SEO
I love working with other marketing professionals following a

bespoke brief. I've worked with agencies carrying out keyword

research and providing ideas to turn their client's brand voice

into engaging content. I also relish taking topic ideas from SEO

specialists and creating lively copy that isn't stuffed with

keywords.

Technical, construction &
manufacturing

Back when I was a solicitor I had a particular expertise for

working with construction and manufacturing clients. In

those days I needed to explain their work in terms a judge

would understand. Now, these projects involve creating

content that speaks to professionals with different

expertise as well as the general public.

MY CLIENTS



Urban Fox
Urban Fox was a lifestyle magazine distributed across Leicestershire and Rutland. Sadly they didn't survive lockdown. This is one of

my favourite contributions, combining lifestyle advice tailored to COVID-19 with a smattering of travel advice. I have also

contributed travel and career change articles regularly since 2016.
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Urban Fox
This is another article I contributed to Urban Fox. Their readership were a mixture of young professionals and families so the travel

articles I provided had a mixture of luxury travel and family friendly breaks. They also covered topics about lifestyle change. This

piece was aimed at professionals to encourage them to consider the benefits of solo travel.
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Red Bus Bistro
Red Bus Bistro operate a variety of tours across Glasgow and Edinburgh using vintage Routemaster buses. I worked with their SEO

expert who briefed me with a series of keywords but was looking for creative ways to use those within their content along with

blog writing on an ad hoc basis. I provided more specific topic suggestions and contributed occasional blogs when needed.
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Just Jules

Jules runs a lifestyle business with a mixture of curated

and handmade items including jewellery, homeware,

candles and gifts. I started off writing her product

descriptions in collaboration with her website designer and

we're now working on a series of blogs. This one was a

wonderful challenge - evoking scent in copy form.
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AH Business Support

Ann started out describing herself as a virtual assistant before realising that she did a lot that wasn't virtual! She needed her

website copy to show that she can work virtually but is just as happy in her clients' offices sorting through their paperwork. She's

a lovely lady with a great sense of humour as well as being organised and methodical. We created copy to show that she

understands the stresses that her clients face as well as showing her personality.
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Kettell Windows

Kettell Windows is a family run business and that's a key

part of their brand. They had increased their virtual

presence during lockdown as well as staying in regular

contact with their customers. They wanted their Christmas

social media posts to raise awareness of their services and

have the personal touch. We used Instagram to send

Christmas greetings to their followers and gave home

security a festive spin. The posts also included family

photos* to keep the personal touch. 

*The jumper wearing labrador is the family dog, Winnie,

who regularly greets visitors to their showroom!
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